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Child-resistant blister packs with booklet label

Case Study 

Starting situation

The customer, a leading global pharmaceutical company, commissioned Faubel with developing a label for an aluminum blister pack with 14 cavities, which 

was used as part of a multinational clinical trial. This label was intended to both protect infants from erroneous ingestion and facilitate use by seniors. The 

project was primarily focused on the functionality of the packaging solution, including with regard to the integrity of the inner soft capsules.

Due to different countries participating in the clinical trial, the objective was to achieve certification according to EU standard DIN 14375 and US standard 16 

CFR § 1700.20 with the final concept as well as to accommodate more than 20 different languages. Despite the high requirements in terms of function and 

the standard, Faubel was anxious to provide an efficient packaging concept.

Product solution

At the beginning of the project, the pharmaceutical companies provided Faubel with a blister pack containing a placebo. Faubel’s product development team 

developed a multilayer label, similar to the already existing Faubel-CRSF Label. 

The CRSF Label’s child safety is based on six different barrier levels that require strength, dexterity, logic and time. Within a production line, Faubel applied a 

booklet label directly onto the childproof element. The labeling thus complied with Annex XIII and was also extremely efficient because it was now possible to 

dispense with an additional wallet or a folding box. The material costs as well as the cost of combining several different components into a coherent package 

were reduced.

This development process resulted in a system of comprehensive documentation ensuring transparent communication. The CRSF Label with booklet label 

covered all customer-specific requirements and thus obtained final approval. For certification by the packaging market research institute ivm Institut Verpa-

ckungsMarktforschung GmbH in Braunschweig, Faubel labeled the test products and took on the task of monitoring.

Result

The CRSF Label with booklet label fulfills the required EU and US standards: The tests with children aged 42 to 51 months and seniors aged 50 to 70 years 

yielded positive results. The aluminum blister pack is now just as child-proof as it is suitable for the elderly and has also been approved for use in internatio-

nal trials.

The multi-page booklet label contains all necessary information for the various participating countries, which means that one label is sufficient for all mar-

kets. Thanks to the ample space available, the label has a reader-friendly layout and promotes patient compliance.


